
For Rational Voters – Voting is Essential! 
Why are all Elections so very important for You? If 
you know the Real Key Issues & their differentiators, 
you will realize that these are the most important 
elections of our time if Americans’ Freedoms, 
Rights, and Opportunities are going to be preserved. 

Progressive Democrats are Very Highly Motivated to 
Vote and to Win in all of our Elections. Therefore, 
Two [2] very relevant Questions Exist for Non-
Progressives: (1) ARE YOU Highly Motivated to 
vote? (2) IF NOT, WHY NOT? - There will be no other 
time for You to save the sovereign future of the US. 

The Key Issues and Differentiators: 
 

                                          VS 
 
 

  
Progressive Beliefs      VS   Republicans’ Beliefs   
 

 Marxist Authoritarianism        ▪ Constitutional Republic         

 The End Justifies the              ▪ Apply the Rule of Law 
      Means Including Anarchy        and Civility 

 Promotes Government’s         ▪ Promotes Individuals’     
      Rights over Individuals               Right’s & Freedoms 

 Single Political Party               ▪ Many Political Parties       

 Eliminate Citizen Dissent        ▪ Promote Free Speech 

 Citizen Gun Elimination           ▪ Gun Ownership Right 

 Government Replaces God     ▪ Freedom of Religion                                    

 Educational Indoctrination       ▪ Parental Guidance 

 No History Education               ▪ Need History & Civics 

 Unionized Public Schools        ▪ Public School Options  

 Nationalized Government        ▪ Private/Public Control 
     Control of Industry                     of Industry 

 Government Ownership of       ▪ Individual Ownership 
     of Property                                  of Property 

 Individuals are Victims of         ▪ Responsible Self- 
      Capitalism                                 Reliant Individuals 

 Globalism & Ultimately a          ▪ National Sovereignty 
     One World Government              with Respect for Its 
     with Open Borders                      Laws & Borders 

Economic Systems 
       Socialism                      vs               Capitalism 

 Ultimate  Unsustainability          ▪ Provides Economic 
& Collapse of Economy                Engine for Growth & 

 Minimizes Individual                     Sustainability 
  Motivation to Exceed                ▪ Incentives  Individual                                                                                                                                   

    and be Creative                             Motivation to 
                                                      Create & Compete                                                                                        

                                Economic Strategies 

Increase:                           vs         Reduce:  

 Minimum  Wage                          ▪ Regulations & Taxes 

 Immigration                                 Increase    

 Welfare                                        ▪ Employment 

 All Taxes                                      ▪ Manufacturing                                             
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(CONTINUATION)                                                              

                                      
                                   VS 
 

 
Income Inequality & Social Injustice 

 ▪Income & Property        vs     ▪ Opportunity Equality 
  Redistribution                         ▪ Equal Judicial Decisions 
   

Immigration, Security, and Sovereignty 

 Open Borders               vs         ▪Border with Walls, 

 Sanctuary Cities/States             ▪ No Sanctuaries 

 Eliminate ICE                             ▪ Support ICE 

 Immigration Lottery                    ▪ Merit-based 

 Chain Immigration,                     ▪ Stop the Chain 
                                                      Immigration 

  
Supreme Court Nominee Preferences 

 Decisions Based on        vs        ▪ Decisions Based on 
 Social Needs & Desires                Originalism 

 Formulate & Create                     ▪ Apply the Intent of  
 Social Laws                                     the Constitution 

 
National Security 

 Reduced Military              vs    ▪Strong Military as a  
   Expenditures and                      deterrent and having 
   Readiness                                  functional  equipment 

 Open Border Policies                ▪Border Sovereignty 
    with Immigrant                           with Merit Based         
    Citizenship & No                        Immigration and 
    Assimilation                                  Assimilation 
 

Constitutional Foundation / Individual Rights 

 Big Government with        vs     ▪ Small Government 
   the view of society’s                    favoring individual  
  greater good prevailing               freedoms and states’  
  over citizens’ individual               rights over a one-size 

   rights, which features                 -fits-all approach. Also, 
   many free entitlements                a Bill of Rights 
   such as Obamacare,                   protecting speech,   
   higher education, and                gun rights, & religious 
   guaranteed income.                   freedoms. 
 

And                                     For All of Your                                 

 What                                   Republican Candidates, 

  Can                                     Donate, Volunteer, and 
   You                                     Support Your County’s 
    DO?                                    Republican Committee! 

  

Democrat 

Progressivism 
GOP Principles 

Democrat 

Progressivism 
GOP Principles 

VOTE 
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The Key Issues: 
1. The Growth and Cost of Socialism 

a) If the Republicans fail to maintain the majority in both 
the US House and Senate as well as the PA Governor’s 
races, it may very well result in our Republican Party 
not having any real political power to preserve 
America’s sovereignty, a conservative US Supreme 
Court, a strong military, and of course this country’s 
founding principles.  

 
b) If the Republicans fail to win, what will result 

unfortunately will be the firm establishment of the 
Democrat-Progressive political party’s agenda which 
will institute a Socialist economic system, a borderless 
nation, and a weak military which is subservient to a 
“One World” form of governance. 

 
c) A Democrat-Progressive Party will continue its 

interrupted transformation of a borderless country that 
no longer can be viewed as a sovereign nation. 
America becomes a country that redistributes its 
individual citizens’ wealth and property as well as the 
corporations in which these individuals are invested.  
When the nation loses its sovereignty, it loses its 
national identity, culture, and history. 

 
d) The Progressive agenda is really based on the removal 

of the Constitution’s “First Bill of Rights” and replace 
them with their own “Second Bill of Rights” which 
engender its leanings regarding social injustice and 
income redistribution. The Socialistic Agenda based on 
FDR’s Second Bill of Rights promotes power in the 
hands of the government rather that the governed.  
Very importantly, one’s ability to enjoy certain rights 
and basic freedoms will erode and attacks on religion, 
the American culture and history, and conservative 
viewpoints will reach a crescendo pitch. 

 

e) Progressivism promotes Socialism which is a step 
towards Communism: i.e. a totalitarian style of 
government control. Progressivism’s goal of income 
equality means that eventually everyone will work to 
serve the Socialist State. Everyone will be told when 
they will and where to work; not unlike a system of 
slavery.  Because there is no competition, there is no 
incentive to exceed or have individual creativeness.  

 
American socialism, as with socialism in several other 
countries, has its roots in Marxist ideology. Many of its 
tactics are similar to the Russian revolution such as class 
division, deception, character assassination, warrantless 
arrests, confiscation of property, and misinformation. 
 

2. National Security  
This is the federal government responsibility to provide: 
a) a strong national defense via its military and 

b) the nation’s security of its borders and other entry 
points used by foreigners for the purpose of traveling, 
immigration, asylum seeking, education, and business 
via the federal law and enforcement - U.S. Customs and 
Border Protection (CBP) Agency 

3. Economic Systems and Prosperity 
The Progressive strategies include the replacement of 
the American established capitalistic economic system 
with a socialistic-Marxist “Utopian” one. Socialistic 
economic approaches have been attempted through 
millennia time periods and have failed to become truly 
self-sustaining. Without an economic engine it could 

not grow the economy and create prosperity. 

 
How are we at risk of losing our American  

Constitutional Republic? 

1. It has long been the goal of the Progressive 
Movement to Transform America into a Socialist – 
Marxist country. It has been a well-thought-out and 
executed plan which, was based on years of research 
into the America’s Constitution and its abundance of 
liberties and fairness of treatment to all individuals. 
Unfortunately, it also provided many opportunities for 
its enemies to exploit it for their own advancements.  
Also, this country’s legislative laws coupled with the 
judicial interpretations of its laws over the years have 
gradually eroded our individual rights as free 
citizens. As a result, Progressives have endeavored 
to promote power over the individual and this 
country’s sovereignty. This Progressive thirst for 
power has grown tremendously as: 

  
i. a totalitarian, large scale, bureaucratic government 

which dictates exactly how its citizens are to live, 
 

ii. a movement whose strategy deploys subversive 
tactics utilizing both external and internal forces to 
ultimately take total control of the American nation, 

 
iii. a Marxist mimicked movement that intends to be 

able to outgrow in size its opposition party, i.e. the 
Republicans, so that it will never lose another 
national election in either the Executive or 
Legislative branches via educational indoctrination, 
an immigration invasion, and voting fraud, 
 

2. Unfortunately, for years there has been a denial or 
inability to detect that this Progressive Tide was 
both real and growing by many powerful political 
individuals and citizens. There has also been a 
failure to deploy an effective strategy to mitigate the 
treat that was developing before our very eyes. 
  

The bright spot in all of this is that America had 
enough intelligent and rational citizens who did 
understood the existence and extent of this threat. 
These freedom seeking individuals decided to side with 
Donald J. Trump to prevent this large-scale, never 
ending assault on this great nation and its traditional 
values. These staunch individuals have the highest 
regard for religion, freedom of speech, self-protection, 
states’ rights, and freedom from unlawful searches and 
seizures. They have gained keen insights into 
America’s corrupt “Deep State” that exists inside and 
outside of government with its subversive tactics to 
undermine this great Republic. A nation which William 
Bennett called the Last Best Hope! 

 


